
SPLENDID
SINGAPORE

How well do you know Singapore? 
Try your hand at the following activities to find out! 
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Singapore Trivia

Here are some fun facts about Singapore! Do you know the answers? Take 
a guess and fill in the crossword below!

Across

3. Singapore’s Night  is the world’s first night zoo!

5. The national flower of Singapore is the  Miss Joaquim.

6. The HSBC Rain Vortex, the world’s tallest indoor waterfall, can be found at  

Changi Airport.

Down

1. Singapore used to be known as , which is a Malay word for “sea town”.

2. When Sir Stamford Raffles first arrived in Singapore, he landed at .

4. The five stars of the Singapore flag represent democracy, , progress, 

justice and equality.



Hidden Numbers

Hidden in the picture below are some numbers related to Singapore! Can 
you identify where the numbers are and fill in the blanks with the correct 
number? Use the hints to help you. Have fun!

1 Singapore currently has  official Merlion statues in all.  
(2 + 4 = ?)

2 Singapore turns  years old this National Day, 9 August 2021.  
(8 x 7 = ?)

3 There are  statues of Sir Stamford Raffles in Singapore. Do you 
know where they are located? (28 - 26 = ?)

4 Singapore does not just have 1 island. We have  islands in all!  
(16 x 4 = ?)

5 Singapore is 1 of  city-states in the world. (9 ÷ 3 = ?) 
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Traditional Trades and Games

Singapore has many traditional trades and games that were 
very popular with the people in the old days! Are you able 
to match the pictures to the correct name? Have fun!

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

Five Stones       (        ) Chapteh        (        ) Goli                                (        )
Hopscotch        (        ) Zero Point      (        ) Mama Shop                (        )
Street Cobbler (        ) Karung Guni (        ) Kacang Puteh Seller (        )




